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We report on features in charge transport and spin injection in an oxide semiconductor, Nb-doped
SrTiO3. This is demonstrated using electrically tunable spin injection contacts which exploit the
large electric field at the interface and its interplay with the relative permittivity of the
semiconductor. We realize spin accumulation in Nb-doped SrTiO3 which displays a unique
dependence of the spin lifetime with bias polarity. These findings suggest a strong influence of the
interface electric field on the charge transport as well as on spin accumulation unlike
C 2014
in conventional semiconductors and opens up promising avenues in oxide spintronics. V
AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4880895]
The interplay between the electron, spin, lattice, and orbital degrees of freedom at complex oxide heterointerfaces
have led to a rich variety of physical phenomena, often nonexistent in their bulk.1 At heterointerfaces of two insulating
oxide thin films that involves the dielectric oxide SrTiO3, a
tunable two-dimensional conducting channel which is either
magnetic or superconducting has been demonstrated.2–4
Such interfaces, crucial for the development of oxide electronics, have been widely studied in the last decade. On the
other hand, interfaces with oxide semiconductors where both
the electron spin as well as its charge can be exploited in
new devices is less studied but particularly useful for the nascent field of oxide spintronics. Semiconducting SrTiO3 can
be realized by doping Nb at the Ti site. This n-type semiconductor is characterized by unconventional electrical conductivity,5,6 compared to its counterparts such as Si, Ge, and
GaAs and arises due to the unusual response of its relative
permittivity with temperature and electric field.
It is in this pursuit that we design tunable spin injection
contacts and investigate spin injection in Nb-doped SrTiO3
(Nb:SrTiO3) at room temperature. For this, we use the three
terminal (3T) geometry which has been successfully used to
inject and detect spin accumulation in conventional semiconductors such as GaAs, Si, and Ge.7–9 An important prerequisite to realize efficient spin injection into a semiconductor is
direct tunneling transport of the spin polarized carriers from
the ferromagnet (FM) to the semiconductor (S), which is often impeded by the formation of Schottky barriers at the
FM/S interfaces.
Recently, spin injection in a two dimensional electron
gas between LaAlO3 and SrTiO3 and in a highly doped
SrTiO3 semiconductor using a 3T geometry have been
reported.10,11 The latter study uses a relatively thick tunnel
barrier that fully dominates the device resistance and washes
off intricate correlation effects usually prevalent at interfaces
with oxide semiconductors. In this work, we report on a
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different route to efficiently inject spins in oxide semiconductors which is related to the electric field dependence of
the relative permittivity of Nb:SrTiO3 at the interface with
tunable spin injection contacts. The tunable spin contacts
comprise of a ferromagnet as a source of spin polarized carriers and a thin tunnel barrier of varying thickness. A tunnel
barrier of appropriate thickness tunes the charge transport
mechanism to be tunneling dominated which leads to the observation of spin injection in Nb:SrTiO3, while retaining a
large electric field at the semiconductor surface. Using such
tunable contacts, we find features in the electrical and spin
injection characteristics of the devices that are not observed
with conventional semiconductors and opens up promising
routes for spintronics using complex oxides.
For realizing efficient spin injection into Nb:SrTiO3, we
fabricated Co/AlOx(t)/Nb:SrTiO3 contacts (Fig. 1(a)) where
the thickness t of the Al layer was varied (0, 7 6 1,
11 6 1 Å). This tunes the charge transport and enables tunneling by reducing the Schottky barrier height and width.12
Nb:SrTiO3 (0.1 wt. % Nb) substrates were treated using a
standard chemical etching protocol to achieve a TiO2 terminated surface.13 A thin Al layer was deposited at a pressure
 1  106 Torr using an electron-beam evaporator followed
by in situ oxidation in oxygen plasma. Subsequently, a 20
nm thick cobalt and gold layer were grown. Post processing
with standard ultraviolet lithography and ion-beam etching
was used to pattern the spin injection pillars with sizes ranging from 50 to 200  200 lm2. Atomic force microscopy on
the surface of a spin injection contact shows a root-mean-square surface roughness of 4 Å, whereas for the treated
substrate it is 1.8 Å.
To study the electrical characteristics of the spin contacts, Current-Voltage (I-V) measurements in a 3T geometry
(Fig. 1(a)) were performed. In Fig. 1(b), the room temperature I-V characteristics of the three different spin contacts are
shown. This shows a large tunability of the interface resistance as well as a gradual reversal of the I-V asymmetry with
increasing tunnel barrier thickness. Such changes in I-V
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FIG. 1. (a) Schematic of 3T geometry for I-V and Hanle
measurements. (b) I-V characteristics of the three spin
contacts at room temperature. Temperature dependent
I-V measurement of (c) Co/Nb:SrTiO3, (d) Co/AlOx
(7 Å)/Nb:SrTiO3, and (e) Co/AlOx (11 Å)/Nb:SrTiO3
interface. The inset shows the I-V in the dashed box.
The crossing shows the increase of current at reverse
bias at lower temperatures. Same colors denote the
same measurement temperatures in (c)–(e).

characteristics resemble earlier works of engineered spin
contacts on Si, where the Schottky barrier height is reduced
by low work function materials at the semiconductor interface.14 This is in contrast to our work where we realize such
tunability by insertion of a thin tunnel barrier of varying
thickness. To gain a better understanding of this tunability,
we performed temperature dependent I-V measurements
(4–292 K) shown in Figs. 1(c)–1(e). At room temperature,
the Co/Nb:SrTiO3 interface exhibits rectification (Fig. 1(b))
as well as a significant reduction of the forward current when
decreasing temperature. Using the standard thermionic emission (TE) model, we extract the Schottky barrier height
/b ¼ 0.63 6 0.02 eV and the ideality factor n ¼ 1.3 at room
temperature. At reverse bias, the current initially decreases
upon cooling, however, an anomalous enhancement is
observed below 200 K. The I-V measurement displays a hysteresis, predominantly at reverse bias, reminiscent of the colossal electro-resistance effect.15 With the introduction of
7 Å AlOx layer, an increase in the forward current is
observed with no rectification at room temperature as shown
in Fig. 1(d). The forward current decreases with decreasing
temperature but does not show the exponential dependence
with increasing forward bias as in Fig. 1(c). At negative bias,
a large increase in current is observed with decreasing temperature except at very low bias (V  15 mV). For the
thickest tunnel barrier (11 Å), we observe an increase in the
current in both bias directions compared to Fig. 1(d). The
increase of current at reverse bias when lowering the temperature is visible from the crossing of the curves around
80 mV in the inset of Fig. 1(e). This signifies the existence
of a Schottky barrier, although reduced in height and width.
To qualitatively analyze the I-V characteristics we use
the well-known transport processes for metal/semiconductor
interfaces.12 Generally, three transport mechanisms are possible depending on the potential landscape of the interface:
(1) TE: the excitation of charge carriers over the Schottky
barrier by thermal energy, (2) Thermally Assisted Fieldemission (TFE): tunneling of charge carriers through the barrier at energies higher than the Fermi level due to thermal excitation, (3) Field-Emission (FE): (tunneling) where charge
carriers tunnel through the potential barrier around the Fermi
energy of the system (Fig. 2(a)).

Compared to conventional n-doped degenerate semiconductors the rather large rectification of the Co/Nb:SrTiO3
interface is surprising.16,17 This originates from the large
dielectric permittivity of Nb:SrTiO3 (330 at room temperature) widening the depletion region. Standard analysis of the
temperature dependent I-V measurement shows the charge
transport to be dominated by thermally assisted fieldemission. The pronounced increase in reverse current with
decreasing temperature signifies an increase in fieldemission, being the only transport mechanism not requiring
thermal energy. Such behavior, although not observed in
conventional semiconductors, is commonly observed for
Nb:SrTiO3, as in Au/Nb:SrTiO3 diodes.18,19 This can be
explained by the unique dependence of the relative permittivity (er) of Nb:SrTiO3 on electric field and temperature. It
is well known that er of SrTiO3 is sensitive to electric field,
decreasing with increasing field strength.20 Large electric
fields, up to several MeV/cm, develop at the interface of
Nb:SrTiO3 due to band bending.18 This reduces er at the

FIG. 2. (a) Energy diagram of metal-semiconductor interface showing the
three possible transport mechanisms as discussed in the text. (b) Top panel
sketches the relative permittivity (er) at room temperature with distance
from the interface d. Bottom panel shows band bending at the semiconductor
interface. The short-dashed red line represents a constant permittivity of
330, the long-dashed blue line shows the modified er due to the built-in electric field and the resulting change in barrier profile. (c) With reducing temperature, er becomes increasingly sensitive to electric field causing a strong
narrowing of the depletion width (DW), enhancing tunneling transport. (d)
Metal-semiconductor interface (black-solid line) and the effect of inserting a
thin tunnel barrier (green/black-dashed line).
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interface as shown in the top panel of Fig. 2(b). The reduction of er will lead to a narrowing of the depletion region (W)
according to W ¼ (2er/b/qNd)1/2, where Nd is the donor density (bottom panel Fig. 2(b)). This narrowing of the depletion
region becomes temperature dependent due to the strong
increase of the bulk permittivity, from 330 to >104 at 4 K.
At the same time, the interface permittivity becomes increasingly sensitive to electric fields, reducing by 3–4 orders of
magnitude compared to the bulk value (>104) at low temperatures, which leads to a considerable narrowing of the depletion region (Fig. 2(c)).19 Therefore, a large increase in
tunneling transport occurs upon cooling if the initial depletion region is thin enough, as is the case for the 0.1 wt. % Nb
doping.
The insertion of a thin AlOx tunnel barrier reduces the
interface resistance with a gradual reversal of the I-V asymmetry. The origin of this also lies in the strong tunability of
the interface permittivity. At the FM/S Schottky interface,
all the voltage drops at the semiconductor side. When a thin
insulator (I) is introduced between them, this voltage now
partially drops over the tunnel barrier (Vi), reducing the voltage drop in the semiconductor and thus the Schottky barrier
height (D/b) and width (DW) (Fig. 2(d)).12 In Nb:SrTiO3,
this effect is much larger for two reasons: (i) the relatively
high er compared to conventional semiconductors causes a
larger portion of the voltage to drop over the tunnel barrier
and (ii) due to a reduction of the Schottky barrier the built-in
electric field is reduced which increases the interface permittivity of Nb:SrTiO3 further. These two effects result in a
larger voltage drop over the tunnel barrier than with similar
contacts on conventional semiconductors and allows for a
large tuning of the device resistance. With increasing thickness of the tunnel barrier, the device resistance and behavior
becomes less sensitive to changes in the permittivity of
Nb:SrTiO3.
For the contact with a 7 Å barrier, the large increase in
reverse current at lower temperature reveals a narrowing of
the Schottky barrier width so that transport is tuned from
thermally assisted field-emission to field-emission. The
strongly reduced temperature sensitivity of the 11 Å AlOx
interface indicates direct tunneling as the main transport
mechanism at all temperatures. With increasing forward bias
the current flow should be limited by the added series resistance of the tunnel barrier compared to the Schottky interface.16 This trend is indeed observed at high positive bias in
Fig. 1(b).
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To investigate the suitability of such spin injection contacts at room temperature, we use the 3T geometry (Fig.
1(a)). In such a geometry, the same FM/I contact is used for
spin injection and detection. A constant current is sourced
through the central (spin injection) contact. This results in
spin injection underneath the contact, splitting the electrochemical potential for spin up (l") and spin down (l#), creating a spin accumulation Dl ¼ l"  l# in the semiconductor
(Fig. 3(a)). The spin orientation is controlled by the magnetization direction (M) of the injection contact which, due to
shape anisotropy, points in-plane. The application of an outof-plane magnetic field (Bz) will cause Larmor precession of
the accumulated spins, de-phasing the spin accumulation
(insets of Fig. 3(b)). This is measured by probing the voltage
of the central contact relative to the reference contact on the
right. The detected voltage thus measures the decay of spin
accumulation at the point of injection, in response to an
increasing transverse magnetic field and is known as the
Hanle effect. The change in voltage DV is related to the spin
accumulation by DV ¼ cDl/2, c being the tunnel spin polarization of the Co/AlOx interface. The reduction of the spin
accumulation with magnetic field can be approximated by
the Lorentzian equation Dl(B) ¼ Dl(0)/(1 þ (xLs)2), where
xL is the Larmor frequency and s the lower bound spin
lifetime.9
The Hanle effect is observed for the Co/AlOx(11 Å)/
Nb:SrTiO3 contact. At room temperature and for þ10 mA
bias, a decrease of the spin voltage with a Lorentzian line
shape is observed as shown in Fig. 3(b) (black circles). By
fitting the data for low field values (red line in Fig. 3(b)),
with the Lorentzian equation, a lower bound spin lifetime
s ¼ 14.1 6 0.4 ps and spin voltage DV  270 lV were
obtained. Application of an in-plane field shows a small
increase in the spin voltage (Fig. 3(b), blue triangles). At
negative bias, the Hanle measurement shows a broad
magneto-resistance as shown in Fig. 2(c) for a bias current of
3 mA. Fitting with the Lorentzian equation yields a lifetime of 3.5 ps. An exponentially changing background
voltage at constant bias current (increasing for I, decreasing for þI) was subtracted from the Hanle measurements.
Similar behavior was observed for the different devices that
were measured.
The spin voltage is anomalously enhanced compared to
that expected from theory by at least 100 times, as is generally observed in 3T Hanle studies.14 Although a precise
understanding of the enhancement is lacking, the exact

FIG. 3. (a) Energy band diagram of a forward biased metal-insulator-semiconductor interface. Spin accumulation inside Nb:SrTiO3, represented by the splitting of the electrochemical potential Dl for spin up l" and down l#. (b) Out-of-plane Hanle (black circles) and in-plane (blue triangles) measurements at room
temperature of the Co/AlOx(11 Å)/Nb:SrTiO3 interface at þ10 mA bias current. The red line is the Lorentzian fit at low fields. A spin voltage DV  270 lV
and a spin lifetime s of 14.1 ps are obtained. (c) Hanle measurement at 3 mA showing a very broad response and a spin lifetime of 3.5 ps.
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nature of the tunneling process is believed to be a key factor.
For instance, such an enhancement is commonly attributed
to spin accumulation in interface states or to transport via
double step tunneling.8,21 However, the former is only possible when these states are decoupled from the semiconductor
bulk by a large enough barrier resistance.8,22 Further, the
obtained spin lifetime is considerably lower than the recently
reported value of 80–100 ps for 0.7 wt. % Nb:SrTiO3.11 It
might be noted that lifetimes of over 10 ns at room temperature have recently been calculated for strained SrTiO3d.23
Considerably shorter lifetimes than calculated are frequently
reported with the 3T geometry.14 However, the low value of
14.1 6 0.4 ps, especially compared to the 0.7 wt. % study, is
surprising, indicating a different origin of spin de-phasing.
Magnetic stray fields due to interface roughness, causing
spin de-phasing, can be ruled out since the roughness 4 Å
of the layer stack surface, is lower than or comparable to
other works.11,24
We believe the origin of the short spin lifetime and its
dependence on bias polarity to be related to the electric-field
at the interface as well as its coupling with er. For instance, it
has been shown that the presence of such an electric field
results in a cubic Rashba spin-orbit field which can cause
additional spin de-phasing.25,26 Our findings are different
from the recently reported work in Ref. 11, primarily due to
the difference of the injection contacts: the 2 nm thick MgO
tunnel barriers completely dominate the contact resistance
and no significant electric field effects are thus expected
inside the semiconductor. Further, it has been shown that the
spin voltage scales with tunnel barrier resistance and might
measure spin signals related to the tunnel contacts instead of
the semiconductor.27–29 The low spin lifetime, in our work,
suggests that the spin accumulation occurs at, or is considerably influenced by, the semiconductor interface properties.
We have carried out Hanle measurements with other contacts such as Co/Nb:SrTiO3 and Co/AlOx(7 Å)/Nb:SrTiO3.
Whereas, we find no Hanle effect at bias current up to
þ10 mA in the former, we see the spin voltage is dominated
by a large parabolic background in the latter, thus making it
difficult to extract a value for the spin lifetime.
We have shown that the electrical characteristics of devices on 0.1 wt. % Nb:SrTiO3 semiconductor can be significantly tuned by the thickness of the tunnel barrier, unlike in
conventional semiconductors. Using such tunable spin injection contacts, we demonstrate unique features in the spin signal and its response to bias polarity. We believe this arises
due to the electric field at the interface as well as its coupling
with the dielectric permittivity of Nb:SrTiO3. Our results suggest that the manipulation of charge and spin transport by an
electric field at the interface with Nb:SrTiO3 is a promising
route for oxide electronic and spintronic devices.
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